
Beginner's Guide to Crochet

Holding the hook

Hold your crochet hook as if you were holding a
pencil.  

Hold your crochet hook as if you were holding a
knife

Either method can be in your left or right hand
depending upon which you are most comfortable

with.

Make a slip knot

Wrap the yarn around your fngers twice taking
care to grip the end with your thumb.

Pass the back loop over the top of the front loop
and pull making sure you keep hold of both ends.

Place loop onto crochet hook and pull one end to
tighten slightly but not too much.
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Holding the yarn

Hold the hook with the slip knot on it in your right hand.  Wrap the working yarn 
around your little fnger.

Turn your hand over and hook your frst fnger under the yarn which goes to the slip 
knot.

The way the yarn is wrapped around your
hand will look like this from the back.

Keep your tension quite tight to ensure even
stitches.  Hold the yarn just below the hook

which is being held in your right hands.

Make a foundation chain

Making sure to keep your tension correct by holding the
tail of the yarn with your left hand, wrap the working

yarn around the hook.  In some patterns you will see this
written as yarn round hook.
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Pull the yarn through the loop on the hook.  This will
make the frst loop pass off the hook and form a new
loop.  This is one chain stitch.  

Continue to yarn round hook and pass it through the
loop on the hook.  Make sure you are not pulling the
new loop too tight.  

Keep going until you have the number of foundation chains required.  The loop on the 
hook does not count.

Double crochet

Find the second chain from the hook.  Insert the hook
into the chain from front to back.  You will now have
two loops on the hook.

Yarn around hook and draw it through the frst loop.
You will still have two loops on the hook.

Yarn around hook again and this time draw it
through both of the loops.  You will now have one
loop on the crochet hook.  This is your frst double
crochet.

Continue to work a double crochet into each of
the foundation chains to the end.

To turn when working in double crochet you will make two turning chains.  This is 
exactly the same as making two new foundation chains.  These will provide the height 
needed and act as the frst chain in the next row.
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Identify the second chain from the hook and begin to work from here.  Make sure you 
are inserting the hook under both the top loops from your frst row of double crochet.

Fastening off

When you have fnished your work you will need to fasten the last live chain in order 
to prevent it all from unravelling.  Cut the yarn and pass it through the fnal chain.  
Pull tight until it forms a knot.

Treble crochet

Yarn around hook then fnd the fourth chain from the
hook.  Insert the hook through this chain from front
to back.  You will have three loops on the hook.

Yarn around hook again and draw this through the
frst loop.  You will have three loops on the hook.

Yarn around hook and draw it through the frst 
two loops.  You will have two loops on the hook.

Yarn around hook and draw through the last two
loops on the hook.
You will have one loop left on the hook.  This 

completes the frst treble crochet.  Repeat into each chain.

*When you turn you will need 3 turning chains and will begin the second row in the 
second chain from the hook.

*Remember when working with treble crochet you will end up with two less treble
stitches than the number of chain stitches in your foundation chain.  This is

because you started working in the fourth chain.  So if you make a foundation
chain of 20 you will end up with 18 treble crochet stitches.  Your turning chain

counts as one chain.
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If you have any problems with this pattern or beginner's guide please do not hesitate 
to contact me through my Etsy shop, Facebook, Twitter or email.
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www.twitter.com/allneedles

www.facebook.com/allneedles

emjsadler@hotmail.co.uk
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